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Are you facing challenges in your receiving process, from reading labels on incoming 
products to managing various quantity types and conducting quality checks? Say 
goodbye to receiving headaches with our comprehensive receiving device bundle 
designed with the equipment your team needs to modernize your operations.

Reading Labels on Products: Ensure accurate and efficient label scans for
incoming products, eliminating errors and delays in the receiving process. 
Receiving Various Quantity Types: Solutions that can handle diverse quantity
types, including bulk, cased, tank/liquid, and truckload shipments, with ease and
precision. 
Quality Checks: Conduct thorough quality checks on incoming products with a
portable device to maintain standards and efficiently process items from entering
your inventory. 
Put Away: Efficiently capture put-away actions to track the appropriate locations
within your warehouse or facility, minimizing handling and storage costs. 

CHALLENGES ADDRESSED
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Unlock the full potential of your receiving
process with our comprehensive receiving
device bundle.  

Contact us today to learn more about how
our receiving bundle can streamline your
receiving process and enhance your
warehouse management capabilities. 

BENEFITS

Mobile solutions give you better control of QA and PO processes 
Greater receiving efficiency and accuracy  
Easy to use and train! 

Scanners: High-performance barcode scanners for fast and accurate scanning
of product labels, ensuring seamless identification and tracking of incoming
items. 
Mobile Computers: Versatile vehicles, handheld, and tablet devices optimized
for working with your receiving applications for real-time data capture and
processing, enabling efficient receiving workflows. 
Scales: Precision scales for weighing incoming products, facilitating accurate
quantity measurement and inventory management. 
Industrial Printers: Robust printers for generating barcode labels and
documentation, supporting efficient labeling and tracking of received items. 
Mobile Printers: Portable printers for on-demand label printing, enhancing
flexibility and convenience in labeling and documentation tasks. 
BarTender® Software: Advanced label design and printing software for
creating customized labels with ease, ensuring compliance and clarity in
labeling requirements. 

EQUIPMENT OPTIONS


